We describe the design and use of a program to schedule job interviews for law firms and students at a job fair. It has been used to manage the Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair for the last five years. The program uses a new scheduling algorithm that produces particularly convenient schedules.
Introduction
During the last five years the Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair has been managed by means of a computer program that we wrote. In addition to handling many other administrative chores, the program schedules all job interviews so that there are no conflicts. The algorithm on which the program is based is apparently new. It is simple to state and interesting to analyze. Moreover, it produces particularly convenient schedules because of circumstances special to this job fair.
The Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair is held each year during a weekend in November, when 25-50 law firms from all over the U.S. and 100-200 law students from all over the Southeast come to Atlanta for job interviews. To help make this market orderly and efficient, we provided software to schedule meetings between law firms and students. The challenge was to schedule without conflicts all of the meetings requested by the participants.
This job fair is unusual in that it is oriented towards employers in public interest law, such as public defense or legal services for the poor. The job fair was created to help overcome the difficulties in recruiting faced by public interest law firms. Such employers generally have little money to spend on independent recruiting, and other job fairs do not address their concerns. For example, public interest law firms generally do not find likely job candidates at the corporate job fairs, which attract a different type of student and which are also rather expensive.
For more complex reasons job fairs sponsored by the placement centers of law schools tend to be unsatisfactory. First, they are not effectively managed.
A placement center is likely to be overwhelmed with the logistics of a job fair, especially the scheduling of hundreds of interviews. In fact, it is typical that an employer not know whom he is to meet, or when, until the job fair begins.
Even then the employer might learn his schedule only as it happens.
Another problem is that a job fair run by a placement center is generally managed primarily for the convenience of the placement center itself and then for the students. The needs of the employers seem not to be a priority. The goal of a placement center is to market its students, and it does this by getting them interviews. A placement center typically apportions interview slots according to its own priority system, which can seem quite arbitrary to an employer. For example, employers are generally not allowed to screen applicants beforehand.
An employer must interview anyone the placement center schedules, quite independently of their qualifications for the job.
In addition, there are often arbitrary restrictions imposed by a placement center. For example, some job fairs are jointly sponsored by several schools in the same city. It is typical for them to apportion the interviews equally among the students of each school, so that a school perceived as weaker will not be embarrassed by getting fewer interviews for its students. Unfortunately, this means that an employer can be restricted to interview at most a few students from each school. For example, we attended a job fair that required each employer to interview 2 students from each of four schools. One employer was sought out by 8 interested students from the same school, and none from the other schools. Nevertheless, that employer was allowed to interview only 2 of the students, and had to sit idle for the rest of the day, despite the fact that 6 other students wanted interviews! Because of such restrictions a law firm might be lucky to interview even a few students who meet the straightforward qualifications for the job. This becomes more than an annoyance since most law firms travel from out of town, with consequent expenses for transportation, meals, and hotel.
Another difficulty with the job fairs of placement centers is that the interview times are quite short, generally only 15-20 minutes. Placement centers schedule short meetings so that more students can get interviews, but such short meetings are not useful for the law firm or the student. This is especially difficult on public interest firms, who must judge whether the candidate has the idealism and devotion to stick to a low-paying public service job. While corporate employers invite prospects for further interviews, public interest employers have such limited funds that they can rarely afford this.
Partly in reponse to these difficulties, the Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair allows both the students and the law firms to screen each other beforehand based on job descriptions and résumés, and then makes it as simple as possible for participants to talk when there is mutual interest. In addition, for the convenience of all, this job fair provides each participant with a copy of his interview schedule several weeks in advance.
Planning for the job fair
The Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair synchronizes all meetings to take place at common times, for example, 08:30-09:00, 09:05-09:35, and so on. There are 13 meeting times on Saturday and 10 on Sunday, so each participant can have up to 23 meetings. Accordingly, each person is allowed to request up to this many meetings through the following process. Several months in advance, the job fair solicits law firms to attend. Then it solicits students by sending résumés of participating law firms and their job descriptions to all the law schools in the Southeast. Interested students select up to 23 employers with whom they would like to interview. Each student then sends copies of his résumé back to the job fair, which sorts them and forwards them to the appropriate law firms. Each law firm screens its applicants and selects up to 23 to interview. The law firm then notifies the job fair so that the meetings can be scheduled.
Despite the large fixed (travel) cost of attending the job fair, a typical student requests only a few interviews. (At the 1988 job fair almost a quarter of the students requested only a single interview.) This is partly because a student is unlikely to be committed already to a career in public interest law. He is more likely to be exploring options rather than single-mindedly searching for a job.
On the other hand, the law firms have a definite goal in attending the job fair: they want to hire lawyers. A typical law firm selects 8-16 students to interview (average for the 1988 job fair: 11.7).
Generally a student does not get all the interviews he requests (average for the 1988 job fair: 3.7 granted out of 4.6 requested). This is usually because of low class rank or the lack of demonstrated commitment to a career in public interest law (for example, no volunteer work). Students are also rejected for more banal reasons, such as failure to submit a complete résumé.
It is theoretically possible that all the law firms want to meet the same small set of students, which would make for a rather narrow job fair. One way of avoiding this would have been to require each participant to submit a rank order of all prospective partners that they find acceptable, and then to construct a "sta-ble matching" to determine who is to meet whom [5] . However, the managers of the job fair felt that this would be an unnecessary and unwanted complication. They felt that it would be especially difficult to extract preferences from the law firms since they do not want to make such micro-decisions based only on résumés. In public interest law firms the personnel committees are usually composed of lawyers who have frenetic case schedules, and for whom hiring is an additional responsibility. They simply would not submit such detailed lists.
(Even now, it can be difficult just to find out whom the law firms want to meet.
The scheduling is invariably delayed several days while the managers telephone the last several law firms to get their lists.)
In any event, the diversity of the participants ensures that the job fair will never be pathologically narrow. The law firms have included those with 2 lawyers and those with 150 lawyers; those that practice criminal law and those that practice civil law; those in rural Mississippi and those in downtown Atlanta; a district attorney's office in Brooklyn and the Environmental Protection
Agency. This attracts a similarly diverse group of students.
After the students and then the law firms have chosen, the job fair knows who is to meet whom. The difficulty is to produce a schedule that is free of conflicts.
Other job fairs, such as those sponsored by placement centers, schedule naïvely, by simply assigning times to meetings until there is a conflict. If there is not an obvious way to resolve the conflict by rescheduling one of the participants, the requested meeting is discarded as "not possible". However, scheduling like this can, in the extreme case, be disasterous for a participant. For example, imagine scheduling the last law firm. It is possible that all 23 students they want to meet are available only at 09:00, in which case only 1 of 23 intended meetings would be scheduled.
We tried to estimate the number of discarded meetings at two placement center job fairs. However, the scheduling process was too ad hoc to permit estimates. Moreover, the scheduling had apparently been done by several people independently of each other. All that we could determine was that "some" meetings had been deemed not possible.
It is a goal of the Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair to schedule every requested meeting. This is important to the participants because career decisions are important, and because most people incur a large fixed cost to travel to the job fair. Since participants have screened each other, interviews in the Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair are generally more serious than in other job fairs, where people are likely to be "just shopping".
Our computer program guarantees that all requested meetings will be scheduled without conflicts. Because the program does this accurately and conveniently, the Southeastern Public Interest Job Fair, unlike others, is able to send every participant a copy of his schedule several weeks before the fair.
Structure of the program
The program maintains two separate lists, one of law firms and one of students, and the user can move freely between lists. The program provides the ability to browse through each list as if the information about each participant were written on an index card, and the cards arranged in alphabetical order. The user can move among the cards by pressing the cursor keys. On the "front" of each card is registration information about the participant, and on the "back" is their schedule. The user can "turn" the cards over with a keystroke.
Registration information includes fields like name and address. There is also a note pad for the job fair manager to write reminders, such as phone calls to return or special requests. In addition, for each law firm there is a field in which can be entered a message which will be printed on the schedules of all students to meet this law firm. For example, a law firm can remind all of its interviewees to bring a writing sample to the interview. 5 Scheduling meetings
A new scheduling algorithm
To schedule meetings between law firms and students one must assign a time to each meeting so that no participant has more than one meeting scheduled at any one time. This is known as a "time-tabling" problem, which in this case can be modelled as a problem in graph theory known as "edge-coloring a bipartite graph". (See [1] for a survey of time-tabling, and [2, 8] for related results.) The model is as follows. Consider the bipartite graph G that has one set of vertices corresponding to law firms and the other set corresponding to students; in addition, let the set E of edges correspond to intended meetings. Now assigning times to meetings so that there are no conflicts is the same as assigning colors to edges so that no two edges that meet at a common vertex have the same color. Since no two edges incident to the same vertex can bear the same color, to color the edges of a graph requires at least as many colors as the maximum degree of any vertex. In fact, this many colors is also sufficient for a bipartite graph [6, for example]. Our algorithm proves this result (and in fact strengthens it slightly), but has other, more interesting virtues. In particular, it is simple, and in the context of scheduling, it is quite natural. Furthermore, our algorithm will be seen to generate especially convenient schedules for the job fair.
Our algorithm assigns an abstract time from 1, 2, . . . to each meeting. To schedule a meeting between persons u and v, it sets the time of the meeting to the earliest time at which one of the people, say u, is available. If this causes a conflict for v (because he has another meeting at that time), the algorithm reschedules the other meeting for the first time that v is available; and continues resolving successive conflicts by rescheduling meetings at the first available time. This is stated more formally in Figure 1 .
We call this algorithm Reschedule since, whenever a conflict is introduced by scheduling a meeting, the algorithm reschedules the conflicting meeting to resolve the conflict. The sequence of meetings rescheduled during an invocation of the algorithm traces a directed path along the corresponding edges of the graph. The direction of the path is given by the sequence in which the vertices are encountered while rescheduling.
Rescheduling along a path is part of a more general idea in graph theory known as "augmenting paths": to extend a structure (such as a matching, edge-coloring, or schedule), add a new piece and resolve conflicts locally, along a path. An edge-coloring algorithm based on this idea is implicit in the standard proof that a bipartite graph is edge-colorable with d max colors, where d max is the largest degree of any vertex [6] . This algorithm is made explicit in [4] , where it is called algorithm Augment. When interpreted for scheduling, algorithm Augment works as follows. To schedule a meeting between law firm u and student v determine a time t u at which u is available and schedule the meeting for t u ; if this causes a conflict for v, determine a time t v at which v is available, and reschedule the conflicting meeting for t v . Continue rescheduling conflicts alternately for t u or t v . It is straightforward to argue that an invocation of this procedure reschedules no more than n meetings.
Algorithm Augment differs from ours in that it chooses two arbitrary times and reschedules any conflicting meetings for one of those two times. This is reasonable in the context of edge-coloring, but misses the additional structure of time-tabling problems, where the times have a natural (clock) order. Our algorithm exploits this structure by always rescheduling for the earliest available time. As we will show, this produces convenient schedules.
An interesting feature of our algorithm is that meetings can appear more than once in a rescheduling path, so that they are re-rescheduled. Thus at first glance it is not clear that algorithm Reschedule terminates. It does, however, and quickly. In fact, we will show that a rescheduling path contains no more than 4|E| meetings, counting duplicates. Any single meeting can appear on the rescheduling path many times, or many different meetings can appear a few times each-but the total will not be "too large".
We begin by establishing some technical results. Lemma 1. Let t i be the times assigned to successive meetings along a rescheduling path; then t i = t i+1 and t i ≥ t i+2 .
Proof. The first property holds because successive meetings are rescheduled to resolve conflicts.
To establish the second property, let {(v i , v i+1 )} be the sequence of meetings rescheduled by the algorithm. When the meeting (v i
By Lemma 1 the sequence of times assigned along the rescheduling path can be partitioned into non-increasing subsequences T odd = {t 2k−1 } and T even = {t 2k }. Furthermore, since the graph is bipartite, the times of one subsequence are those assigned when scheduling for the convenience of law firms; and the times of the other subsequence are those assigned when scheduling for the convenience of students.
Definition When t i > t i+2 for some i in a rescheduling path, then we say that the corresponding subsequence has been reduced. Proof. For a given rescheduling path, consider any pair of successive appearances of person v. Without loss of generality, assume that the first appearance of v was occasioned by rescheduling a pair of meetings for times t i and t i+1 , and the second appearance was occasioned by rescheduling a pair of meetings for times t i+k and t i+k+1 . From Lemma 2, it must be that t i+k < t i or t i+k+1 < t i+1 . Therefore one of the following cases must hold.
In the first case, since the algorithm schedules at the earliest convenience,
Since both sequences are non-increasing, Case 1 can happen no more than d v times.
In the second case, the meeting of v scheduled for time max{t i , t i+1 } cannot appear again on this rescheduling path. This follows from noting that max{t i , t i+1 } > max{t i+k , t i+k+1 }; and because the subsequences are nonincreasing, no subsequently rescheduled meeting can conflict with this meeting.
Therefore the cycle has determined a unique meeting of v that cannot appear again in this rescheduling path. Consequently Case 2 cannot happen more than
Our main theorem follows immediately. Proof. Since person v appears no more than 2d v times in a rescheduling path, the total length of the path cannot exceed 2d v = 4|E|.
Since there are |E| meetings and each invocation of the algorithm schedules one more of them, the worst-case effort to schedule all meetings is O(|E| 2 ). For applications of this type the number of participants might become large, but the number of meeting times is likely to remain bounded by a small constant.
Therefore it is probably more accurate to interpret this complexity as O(n 2 ),
where n is the total number of participants in the job fair.
When meetings were batch-scheduled, the computational effort was perceptible (a few seconds). For this and other reasons we hid the effort from the user by distributing it throughout the data entry. The user never sees anything auxiliary window pops open to allow the user to scroll through the alphabetical list of students. When the user finds the student to meet that law firm, he presses the Enter key to indicate that a meeting is intended. The program then schedules that meeting at the earliest time at which the law firm is available. If the student already has a meeting scheduled at that time, the program reschedules it to the earliest time at which the student is available, and so on.
There are several alternative algorithms for edge-coloring that have better asymptotic worst-case performance than Reschedule. For example, Gabow suggested an algorithm that uses a divide-and-conquer strategy to achieve a worst-case running time of O(n 1/2 |E| log n + n) [3] . This approach was subsequently extended in [4] to give algorithms of complexity O(|E|(log n) 2 ) and O(n 2 log n). However, for this application there is no reason to use one of the faster-in-the-worst-case algorithms and several reasons not to. The most telling objection is that these algorithms are considerably more complicated than ours.
The possible gain in speed is not worth the effort of coding and debugging. (In contrast, it is hard to imagine a simpler implementation than the 7 lines of code for Reschedule.) In addition, since there is no natural way to invoke the more complicated algorithms incrementally as the data is entered, they must be run as batch procedures and therefore might actually seem to the user to require more time than our current implementation, which appears to be instantaneous, even on the slowest computer. Finally, as we show in the next section, Reschedule can guarantee convenient schedules, and we do not know that for the alternative algorithms.
Individual convenience versus the social good
The job fair schedules meeting times for the social good, not for the convenience of any particular individual. It is because the program does not guarantee a convenient schedule for any individual that it can guarantee that all meetings will be scheduled. Unfortunately, individual convenience and the scheduling of all meetings are inconsistent goals, and it is impossible to guarantee both. This has annoyed a few students who submitted elaborate requests as to how their meetings should be scheduled. Because of the ad hoc scheduling in other job fairs, they apparently perceived convenience and fairness to be independent, if they thought about it at all.
The most frequent request has been that an individual's meetings be scheduled consecutively. This cannot be guaranteed for all participants, as can be seen when each of two law firms are to meet each of three students. In this case, it is impossible for each student to have his meetings scheduled consecutively.
While we cannot guarantee convenience for individuals, the program has been able to provide a weaker sort of convenience, a convenience for the group: that the job fair schedule "more meetings sooner" so that people tend to finish all their meetings early. as many meetings as possible during the first time period, as many meetings as possible during the first two time periods, and so on. Unfortunately, as shown in [8] , no scheduling algorithm can guarantee this. However, in practice
Reschedule has performed extemely well, as illustrated by the 1988 job fair.
This was an unusually small job fair, but it is otherwise representative. Figure 2 shows that most meetings were held on the first day of the job fair.
How can this good performance be explained? It is attributable to a circumstance that is special to this application: that a typical law firm has been rather more heavily-booked than a typical student. Thus if a law firm has free time early in the job fair, some one of the many students it is to meet-who are relatively lightly-booked-is also available, and our algorithm would schedule Proof. Whenever the algorithm schedules or reschedules meeting (u, v), it is either at the earliest time at which u is available, or at the earliest time at which v is available. But u must be available within the first d u time periods, and v must be available within the first d v time periods.
This strengthens the standard result on edge-coloring that all meetings can be scheduled for times no greater than d max . (In fact, our algorithm can give a still stronger version of this result, as we show in the Appendix.) However, the following corollary is of more immediate interest to us. It says that if law firms are more heavily-booked than the students they meet, then the algorithm will schedule "more meetings sooner". The hypothesis of this theorem idealizes somewhat the circumstances of the job fair. Generally it has been true only that most law firms had more meetings than most of the students they were to meet. Nevertheless, the conclusion of the corollary continues to hold, at least approximately, as shown by the following thought experiment. For law firm l with fewer meetings than the busiest student s it is to meet, let its deficit be d s − d l , and for each such law firm register d s − d l imaginary students for the job fair and schedule l to meet them. Now the conditions of the theorem hold for this job fair augmented by imaginary students, and so each law firm will be scheduled for consecutive meetings beginning at the first time period. However, meetings with imaginary students correspond to idle time, which can be interruptions in the consecutivity of meetings. Therefore, the fewer imaginary students necessary-that is, the more nearly the hypothesis of the corollary holds-the more nearly consecutive will be the meetings of each law firm.
In fact, the 1988 job fair very nearly maximized the cumulative meetings by each time period since, as shown in Figure 3 , most law firms requested more meetings than most students, and so most law firms had all their meetings There is a possible cost to providing the convenience of "more meetings sooner": the job fair must provide sufficient meeting rooms for the busiest time period (in this case, a room for every law firm). However, in the job fairs we have attended there have been no realistic limits on meeting space, since if there are too few rooms, the managers simply arrange a table and chairs in a corner.
An early version of our program included the ability to reschedule meetings to level the demand for rooms, but since this capability was never needed, we removed it.
Adjustments to the schedule
It is a property of our algorithm that the schedule it produces depends on the sequence in which the meetings are considered. This has been useful in the (We note that another argument against using more complicated scheduling algorithms is that the user loses the immediate control that is essential to adjust a schedule. We were able to handle these exceptional cases effectively because our algorithm constructs a schedule incrementally. Furthermore, since our algorithm is simple, the user can anticipate its effects on the job fair (at least locally) and therefore control it to his advantage.)
Other than wishing to provide convenience when possible, the managers of the job fair do not care about secondary objectives. They want to print schedules and be done with it.
Additional features of the program
The program runs on personal computers that are "IBM-compatible". The program is written in Modula-2, and so is, as the name suggests, highly modular [9] . This has made it easy to maintain.
As to be expected, much of the program overhead goes to support the user interface, which implements many of the programming paradigms that are currently standard, such as windows, context-sensitive help, shallow menu structure, and so on. The scheduling capability represents only about 7 out of 10,000
lines of source code. Notice that it is the template that translates the abstract times of the computer program to clock times.
Before printing, a "template compiler" checks the template for consistency.
For example, the template must include at least a $name token as well as a $whom-to-meet token for each possible meeting time. $whom-to-meet 09:40-10:10 $whom-to-meet 10:10-10:25 Break 10:30-11:00
$whom-to-meet 11:05-11:35
$whom-to-meet 11:40-12:10 $whom-to-meet 12:10-13:10 Lunch . . . Students generally receive fewer interviews than they requested because the law firms screen their résumés. Therefore it is important that the students receive copies of their schedules in advance so they can decide whether the trip will be worthwhile. (There are generally 3-4 students who receive no interviews.)
Since our computer program schedules every mutually-requested meeting, the job fair is more likely to be worthwhile. Furthermore, by scheduling quickly and conveniently, everyone receives schedules far enough in advance that they can qualify for discounted fares for travel, or, if they decide not to attend, can avoid purchasing non-refundable airline tickets.
Although the job fair has been pleased to give people copies of their schedules in advance, this has caused problems. In particular, each job fair has displayed an alarming tendency to unravel. Naturally enough, each person requires some minimum number of interviews to justify the cost of the trip, and if they receive fewer than this number of interviews they might cancel. This in turn reduces the number of meetings for others and so reduces their incentive to attend the job fair. The danger is that these withdrawals might set off a chain reaction that destroys the job fair in a cascade of cancelled meetings.
Since students request relatively few meetings, their registrations have been particularly volatile. In addition, students have been more apt to cancel appointments for vague or unconvincing reasons. Only once has a law firm cancelled meetings. Fortunately, cancellations have always petered out, with losses of 10-15% of the total meetings originally scheduled.
We have handled cancellations by giving participants revised schedules when they arrive at the job fair. At a central bulletin board, any law firm that has available time can solicit additional interviews. This spot market has been unobtrusive, small, and efficient.
Finally, we admit that, despite all our planning and self-assurance, there was an exquisite suspense at the first job fair, in which we worried whether some hidden miscalculation might have produced conflicting schedules. We are all familiar with the social chaos that quickly envelops a planeload of travellers for whom the seating assignments are in conflict. We winced to imagine that scene magnified several times.
We are happy to report that no conflicts have occurred.
